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703e/5 Pope Street, Ryde, NSW 2112

Bedrooms: 1 Bathrooms: 1 Parkings: 1 Type: Apartment

Nur Lim 
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Contact Agent

This  one-bedroom apartment offers the perfect blend of modern luxury and urban convenience, crafted for those who

seek an exceptional lifestyle. The living space is a masterpiece of design, bathed in natural light with an open-plan layout

that extends into a modern kitchen equipped with premium appliances. The spacious bedroom is your private sanctuary,

complemented by a stylish bathroom and secure parking.Living at 5 Pope Street is like residing in a five-star resort. Enjoy

access to an outdoor infinity pool, heated spa, sauna, and a fully-equipped gym. The comprehensive suite of amenities

continues with a library, music room, theatre, and more—all under the watchful eye of an on-site concierge.Located just

14 kilometers from Sydney’s CBD and a short stroll from Top Ryde Shopping Centre, you’re never far from retail therapy,

dining, or green spaces like Ryde Park for outdoor activities. Excellent schools and efficient public transport options

enhance the appeal, making it a prime choice for professionals and families alike.5 Pope Street isn’t just an apartment; it's

a lifestyle upgrade. Embrace the opportunity to live where luxury and convenience converge. Schedule your viewing today

and step into a life you’ll love.Disclaimer: The information contained in this website has been prepared by OMG

PROPERTIES ("the Company") and/or an agent of the Company. The Company has used its best efforts to verify, and

ensure the accuracy of, the information contained herein. The Company accepts no responsibility or liability for any

errors, inaccuracies, omissions, or mistakes present in this website. Prospective buyers are advised to conduct their own

investigations and make the relevant enquiries required to verify the information contained in this website.


